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About This Content

The Depths of Hell

The Arch Devil Satan him self has come down on earth to enslave humanity. Fight your way through the graveyards, cathedral,
siege train and prison all the way to the Seventh Layer of Hell to fight him.

Features

- Fallen Paladin Class
- New bosses
- New relics

- New enemies
- 5 New Zones

- New Act End Boss

Collector's Extras

- Damien's Head ranged minion skin
- Fallen Paladin Skin
- Silver name color
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things need to be added and fixed"
1.gameplay is very bad
2.give more camara views
3.make the 11 players in game
4.fixing the overlay
5.add more national teams
6.give option to change the player color and hair style in teams
7.add fouls and panlties
8.add regional cups like ( African cup , Asian, Noorth Aferica, Europe, South America)
9.give more kit option we can use from other teams and change colors
10.have super shoots from outside the box. Feels like an early access game. The game has a lot of potential if they fix some
things. I wanted to like this game, but I just found myself getting frustrated with it. If they do fix some of the issues I could see
myself recommending this game, but I can't in it's current state.

- Minimap could use some work, you can't see the area that your camera is view on it.
- Cover is very frustrating for me. It's hard to know if you are in cover or not and what area you will be able to see from
positions if you decide to move to that spot. I had one situation where I thought my guy was in cover behind a building. I could
see that he was on overwatch in the direction I wanted with all of his action points available. Then on the enemy's turn some
invisible guy was able to spot mine and kill him while my guy never saw him.
- It would be nice if I had some indication if my solder can fire on an enemy.
- Not colorblind friendly, it does ok, but there are no options to adjust the color at all.. very scary game for PT fans. A unique
puzzle platformer where you can draw lines into existence with various properties. It lacks polish in terms of presentation, but it
succeeds with its gameplay and is well priced.. I just thought I was getting a puzzle game that was on sale. But I was pleasantly
surprised with a very cheep sale price got 60 hours out of the game, and could still play, there are alot of fun Achievements
except the last two they were hard but I did it!! so you are solving a jigsaw puzzle with zombie pictures which is cool by itself,
but to make it more fun the pieces are floating around the room you have to grab them as you need them which is a little bit of a
challenge, and for more fun there are zombies at the bottom of the screen that are trying to eat your brains, you have to shoot
them, but the challenge doesn't stop there, see you have to buy bullets, but to get the money you have to build the puzzle. There
are also other things you can buy, bombs, walls, grenades.. i feel like i got masturbated to by a dinosaur. Unreal 2 might not be
as streamlined as the great first Unreal, yet it still manages to capture several great moments and solid shooting action. Don't
play this for the (kinda lame) story, do it for the gameplay and the hollywood-style plot twists. Just play it!
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One of the best AC games.. Low quality clicker, art is ok though.. Great car pack, plus a nice F1 trac Red Bull track is super
nice and you get a load of special events wich are lots of fun to beat...getting beter and beter.
Keep it up Kunos\ud83d\udc4d. Really not that bad.. Best $2.69 I\u2019ve ever spent. A fantastic from all aspects. Great music,
visuals, world, writing and most of all story. well worth it.. Simple fun from the 90s. I'm a trivia buff, so this was right up my
ally. Not to mention, the stupid humor (I use stupid in a positive way here) is quite refreshing and enjoyable.. A really fun game!
You can spend a lot of time playing with your friends, and one of the best things is that there is also local multiplayer. If you
like Bomberman, give this game a try. There are various options to customize your gamemode, to make the experience even
better. It's like Bomberman, but with other 10 layers of Bomberman... or 9... or 7... It depends on how you customize the game
mode.

The game is still pretty new, which means that tons of stuff will still be added to the game to make the game more fun. With
what it already is, it is a solid experience.

Some cons are that there isn't that much character customization, and the game has small bugs sometimes, but nothing that ruins
the fun. Other than that, the game is great!. " its like the aliens i fight to protect earth, but more stealth
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